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2021 WORLD SAMBO CHAMPIONSHIPS
TASHKENT

341 ATHLETES
49 COUNTRIES
ASIAN SAMBO CHAMPIONSHIPS
LEBANON
2-4 JUNE
JOUNIEH, LEBANON
260 ATHLETES
16 COUNTRIES
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AFRICAN SAMBO CHAMPIONSHIPS
CAMEROON
15 COUNTRIES
PAN AMERICAN SAMBO CHAMPIONSHIPS
COSTA RICA
2020 COUNTRIES

9-11 SEPTEMBER
Alajuela, Costa Rica
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WORLD YJC SAMBO CHAMPIONSHIPS
ARMENIA

14-16 OCTOBER
Yerevan, Armenia

500 ATHLETES
23 COUNTRIES
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WORLD BEACH SAMBO CHAMPIONSHIPS
ISRAEL
15 COUNTRIES

27-28.08.22

The Best SAMBO Players on The Beach!
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CONTINENTAL SAMBO CUPS

EUROPEAN CUP IN MINSK
ASIAN CUP IN AKTAU
DOMINICAN SAMBO CUP
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SAMBO FOR ALL
SEMINARS FOR REFEREES AND COACHES
FIAS QUALIFICATION SYSTEM

764 coaches are registered in the FIAS database. Only 89 coaches from 19 countries have been certified.

230 clubs are registered in the FIAS database. Only 18 are accredited.

2486 athletes are registered in the FIAS database. Only 21 have been certified.
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PAN AMERICAN SAMBO UNION WAS ADMITTED TO THE ASSOCIATION OF PAN AMERICAN SPORTS CONFEDERATIONS
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MULTI SPORT GAMES

RIYADH 2023

WORLD COMBAT GAMES

6th Asian Indoor and Martial Arts Games

Bangkok - Chonburi
INTERNATIONAL SAMBO CENTER